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University of Gloucestershire Report!
‘Graduate Employability and Sustainability’!
was designed to investigate external trends and student 
views on employability and sustainability, using a national 
literature review and an online survey of students at the 
University.  
 
! ! ! ! ! ! !                 (Barber 2012: 1)!
Barber, L. (2012) Graduate Employability and Sustainability: Policy Trends and Student Perspectives  
Motivations!
ESD!
Orienting Principles 
Reproduced from  Barber 2012: 7!
Question?!
To do…!
•  Open up a space for dialogue!
•  Create a situation to learn 
from!
•  Set-up a situation (risk)!
•  Engage people as participants 
as well as experts!
•  Trust the audience!
•  Trust the speakers!
To avoid…!
•  Don’t summarise the report!
•  Don’t specify what something 
means!
•  Don’t play safe!
•  Don’t push a single agenda!
Our Aim!
!
!
To begin a provocative and open debate exploring the 
links and issues between sustainability, enterprise and 
employability within art, design & creative sectors.!
!
!
What we did!
!
!
3 themed debates !
Participants presented  
for ‘5’ minutes !
Audience were invited to debate!
Themes !
•  Transitions!
•  Behaviour!
•  Paradigm Shifts!
Key themes!
!
!
!
•  Defining what we mean by sustainable development  
and enterprise!
•  The Journey to a Sustainable Future is a creative  
and inspiring act !
Key themes!
•  The relationship between Enterprise & Sustainability!
!
•  Sustainability issues are shaping the context of 
businesses !
Key themes!
Drivers of Human Behaviour essential to understanding 
approaches to sustainable development !
!
•  Habit & Personal Drivers!
!
•  Social Norms & Social Proof!
!
•  Systems & Infrastructure!
!
!
The key driver is empathy!
!
Key themes!
Sustainability needs artists and designers!
Artists and designers need sustainability!
!
•  Storytellers & problem solvers to design for human 
behaviour!
•  Enable change through infrastructure with design 
interventions !
!
Key themes!
Through the arts we can make sense of complexity!
!
!
Through media, culture, advertising we can shape 
expectations!
!
!
Through design, architecture, product and service 
innovation make it easier to act!
!
!
Key themes!
The main objectives are: !
 !
•  To self realise without having impacts on 
environmental limits!
•  That getting to a sustainable future is a creative act!
!
•  There is a need and opportunity for the creative 
economy to help us get there!
!
!
Outcomes!
The Event:!
•  Positive feedback, the style and format seemed to work 
(largely)!
!
The Record:!
•  Lots of data !
•  Video resources!
!
The Debates:!
•  Raised significant themes within an art and design 
context and beyond!
•  Public discourse around a significant issue!
!
!
Resources!
http://workflow.arts.ac.uk/group/integrating-sustainable-practi/
debates-in-enterprise-and-sustainability!
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